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Pivoting in a pandemic.
COVID-19 as a catalyst
for change.
The world is forever changed by COVID-19. 

The responsiveness and agility of businesses 
and brands in providing an antidote to the 
uncertainty continues to offer comfort where 
there was chaos. Often requiring a pivot in their 
usual operations.  

The relationship between business and society 
has been put firmly under the spotlight as the 
broader contribution from businesses beyond 
simply generating profit has been elevated. 
Through this pandemic, purpose, as it 
is known, has been redefined. Now the 
immediate threat appears over, we’re faced 
with the prospect of a new way of economic 
thinking. This uninvited global wake-up call 
will require a reimagining of the world as we 
know it. With it, an important re-evaluation for 
businesses to be a positive force in society.   

Consumer sentiment has shifted. There is 
renewed expectations on business and the 
need for strategies which address the interests 
of all stakeholders.

Increasing shareholder value whilst at the same 
time, improving ESG dimensions and instilling  
lasting impact in the world around us. 

The emphasis will be on converting 
purpose to progress which continues 
to contribute to a more resilient, equal, 
and healthy society. 

Businesses emerging on the other side of this 
pandemic stronger will be the ones that are 
committing to, and communicating, lasting 
impact.
  
Reputations, long-term growth, brand and share 
value are at stake. Now is the time to act. 

We’ll discuss what the perception of good 
business looks like, now and in the future.

The considerations of action versus inaction and 
the importance of communications in highlighting 
your higher purpose and making stakeholders 
feel the change you’re making. 

This report explores the impact
of COVID-19 as a catalyst for 
redefining responsible business. 
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Purpose has been
pressure-tested. 
You don’t need us to tell you business activism 
isn’t a recent concept. For years, humanitarian 
challenges old and new have demanded a 
resurgence from brands and business to take 
a position and align their profits with principle, 
beyond simply tokenism.  

What was once a box-ticking exercise in being 
seen to be doing good has become a near-on 
mandatory need to respond to the expectations 
society has been placing on the shoulders
of business. 

Driven by environmental, social and governance 
(ESG) factors which continue to be in vogue
and considered the guiding light.
Supercharged CSR, if you will.  

From #MeToo to the proliferation of weight 
behind the climate crisis, Thomas Cook axing 
trips to SeaWorld over animal welfare concerns 
to even an entire nation taking a position 
when Iceland introduced measures to make 
paying men more than women illegal in 2018. 
The sustained reawakening from brands and 
business has been less coincidence and more a 

direct response to the growing demand
and expectation from the public and investors 
who increasingly want to align themselves
with brands that represent their own identity
and values. 
 
We know the most important brands in the
world are the ones that make us feel something.  
They do that because they have something
they want to change. 

We love their product or service,
but the thing that sets them apart is 
the lasting impact they are making 
and as customers, we want to feel a 
part of it. 

In that respect, purpose has long existed as 
powerful currency in the plight to secure trust, 
advocacy and loyalty. 

Then there was COVID-19. 
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Among the battle scars that the pandemic 
will leave in its wake, will be a reordering of 
priorities around how we work and live. On top 
of a widely predicted recession not seen since 
the last financial crisis. The focus on business 
survival will be more visceral than ever as we 
seek out some semblance of normality.   

It’s impossible to predict at this stage, what 
the true impact of COVID-19 will be. But in 
recovery, the world will be watching. Whilst 
we would do well to focus our minds on the 
positive ways in which businesses will continue 
to play a part in supporting the public, proof 
of purpose will be more scrutinised than ever 
in a world of employees, customers, media, 
investors and consumers.

After all, couldn’t COVID offer us a once in a 
lifetime chance of a greener, healthier and more 
resilient future? And what will this mean for 
the challenges that seemed insurmountable 
before?

The issues remain critical, but their context has 
shifted irrevocably.  

The world
is now watching.
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Perception
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Crisis reveals
character.
A good starting point would be to consider
the stakes at play.  

A recent survey from market research firm 
Dynata revealed that seven in 10 of us said
we would shun firms that behaved badly
during COVID-19. 

Moreover, 69 per cent of UK adults said they 
felt better about companies that publicly 
announced efforts they were making to provide 
coronavirus support. A further 61 per cent 
said they had a better opinion of business and 
companies in general because of how they 
have stepped up during the crisis. 

Meaningful relationships can, and are, being 
cemented during these difficult times and 
there are reputational gains to be made. 
Albeit some driven by necessity for a pivot 
towards purpose-driven innovation and shifting 
consumer expectations. 

69%
Felt better

about companies
that announced

efforts to provide 
coronavirus support.

61%
Had a better opinion 
of business in general 

because of how
they have stepped up 

during the crisis. 

70%
would shun firms that
behaved badly during 

COVID-19.



Chelsea Football Club pivoted to allow health 
workers to stay at its hotel for free to avoid 
long and disrupted commutes for tired workers.  
 
British Airways, its fleets grounded and faced 
with the prospect of 12,000 redundancies 
launched Project Wingman – a “tea and 
empathy” scheme whereby their temporary 
unemployed began working as volunteers in 
NHS hospitals to help staff unwind and cope. 
 
Healthy fast-food brand, Leon, transformed  
its restaurants into mini supermarkets at the 
peak of demand on the grocery sector so 
people could get access to essential items.  
 
Pret, McDonald’s, WH Smith and Greggs,  
all introduced new initiatives such as free  
hot drinks or discounted goods for NHS 
workers in recognition of their incredible efforts.  
 
And long-time champion of Britain’s iconic  
beer culture, Budweiser, launched Save 
Pub Life. A programme to help communities 
support their pub during the closures by 
enabling people to buy gift cards to  
spend at their local once it reopens.  

Pivoting in a pandemic.

CEO of The Timpson Group, well-
known for being a values-led 
business, was widely lauded for 
cobbling together this sentiment. The 
right tone, at the right time.   

Budweiser, launched Save Pub Life. 
A programme to help communities 
support their pub during the closures 
by enabling people to buy gift 
cards to spend at their local once it 
reopens. 

Global leader in meditation and 
mindfulness, Headspace, launched 
a number of initiatives during 
the pandemic including free 
subscriptions to unemployed across 
the US and UK, and free access to 
all 1.2m NHS workers.

The pivot didn’t just extend to brands  
and businesses. Professional footballer, Marcus 
Rashford played a blinder, securing a victory 
off the pitch through an impassioned campaign 
to get government to extend food vouchers for 
England’s poorest families over the summer. 
Game changer became policy maker as 
government was forced into a U-turn, launching 
a ‘Covid summer food fund’ following increasing 
pressure. This activism was a timely reminder of 
the power we all have to effect change,
as well as football’s growing positive cultural 
influence. 

For many brands, COVID-19 has provided  
a platform through which they have been  
able to use their voice and influence for good. 
For others who have been brought to the edge
of a precipice by this pandemic, unable to 
operate through business interruption,  
purpose ironically gave them new purpose.



Millionaire boss of Wetherspoon pubs,
Tim Martin, came under fire for indicating that...  
 
...employees wouldn’t  
be paid a regular wage  
during lockdown.  
 
This is despite the company having a near 
£1.8bn turnover. His suggestion that his 
40,000 staff should go to work at Tesco amid 
uncertainty over the future security  of their jobs 
went down like a warm pint on a hot day.  

While some have shown their mettle.
Others not so much.

Martin’s gregarious and outspoken nature 
may have once been a journalist’s dream 
in all its smorgasbord of soundbites. But 
to underestimate the significance of his 
statements amidst a health emergency was 
counterproductive and in the eyes  
of some, simply dangerous. 

#BoycottWetherspoons  
trended on Twitter... 

 

... for the subsequent few days after his remarks, 
with evidence of a real anger against both 
Martin and the pub chain. What the long-term 
reputational impact may be, time will tell. But if 
the nation manages to forgive, will they forget?  
Who isn’t going to welcome a pie and a pint for 
less than a peak-time return journey on their 
Oyster card now that lockdown restrictions have 
been eased?
 
But would you want a job working for someone 
with such little regard for the welfare of staff? 



*The CMA received over 20,000 coronavirus-related complaints between 10th March and 19th April – linked to 
a call for emergency laws to prevent retailers profiteering from the pandemic – with some prices going up by 
an average of 130%). Responding, the Department for Business insisted that “the vast majority” of firms were 
acting responsibly.

When engineering firm, Dyson, told staff unable 
to work from home to return to the office during 
an apparent contravention of government 
advice, it was forced to cancel the plan the 
next day after a mutiny among dismayed and 
anxious colleagues.

Just weeks prior, that same workforce proudly 
watched on as Britain’s richest man, Sir James 
Dyson, was lauded for contributions from 
the progressive firm to the CoVent medical 
ventilator project. Another illustration of the 
rapidly changing ways in which a reputation 
can be impacted, and an important reminder of 
the influence of the workforce.

These business leaders join a raft of
well-known names including the likes of Stelios 
Haji-Ioannou, Gordon Ramsay and serial PR 
disaster artist, Mike Ashley. All of whom were 
criticised for appearing hugely out of touch
and uncaring for their treatment of employees 
as the COVID-19 crisis intensified in March.

Of course, perceived bad behaviour isn’t just 
unique to big business or one particular sector. 
But such is the significance of businesses 
being seen to behave well during the outbreak  
that the government set up a dedicated 
coronavirus business complaint portal.  

This enabled individuals to report  
any businesses behaving irresponsibly or 
unfairly. The data of which is being used by
the Competition and Markets Authority
 (CMA) to develop its understanding of potential 
issues during the pandemic. 

Further evidence if we needed it that  
what you do and say now, matters.



As hindsight always does, it will present us 
with a period of introspection and reflection on 
business behaviour during COVID-19.

Were you good to customers? Were you good 
to employees? Did you lean into the public 
health effort or lean away from it? Did you pivot 
your business in an attempt to help? How do 
you plan to build on the goodwill generated 
from your efforts, when customers were either 
lost, or won? 

Perhaps we weren’t woke,  
merely sleepwalking. 



The shifts in our emotional and physical states as consumers and customers, driven by 
COVID-19, will put increasing demand on business for genuine purpose to become a
hygiene factor. 

The more discerning consumer will be looking for new solutions to problems both old and 
new; their passion points having pivoted too. 

Businesses will need to have their finger on the pulse of where they can add value and instil 
positive change. The next big consideration will be on how the great efforts we’ve seen on 
Covid-19 and longer-term issues will be maintained and sustained, requiring a renewed 
business focus and for purpose to have its place at the boardroom table.  

Not just a new dawn.  
But the new norm.

The big take out.
Perception



Performance



Through COVID-19, the world economy 
has come to a standstill. The pause feeling 
sometimes permanent. But the world continues 
to turn and as the focus shifts to recovery, the 
necessity to reignite economies is prevalent as 
we move from paralysed to progress.  
 

Amid the downbeat assessments of 
future prospects, many businesses 
will be using this time to re-evaluate 
their Covid-comeback. For those 
businesses with a substantiated 
ESG focus, the news is more 
positive.  

Recent research from the world’s largest asset 
manager, BlackRock, revealed that businesses 
with a better record on social issues have 
proven more financially resilient during the 
coronavirus market crash. 
 
It says that investment funds tracking 
the performance of firms with higher 
environmental, social and governance ratings 
found they lost less money than companies 
with low ESG-ratings in 94% of cases. 

Purpose
and performance.  

“ESG is a bear market 
necessity not a bull market 

luxury. It is even more critical 
during a downturn, and recent 

evidence supports this.

Businesses with high ESG ratings also appeared 
to have stronger customer relations and 
improved workforce management, meaning they 
are faring better during the turmoil and are better 
positioned to weather the storm. This new-found 
fervour was also recently echoed by strategists 
from the Bank of America:



Leadership in action
and the profit power shift. 
The shift towards a business mindset which 
moves away from shareholder primacy and 
encourages thinking and acting on ESG in a 
proactive way has been building momentum 
for some time.  
 
This was evidenced in 2019 when influential 
US non-profit The Business Roundtable, an 
association of CEOs of America’s leading 
companies, released a new Statement of 
Purpose. A modern standard for corporate 
responsibility and the way corporations 
can and should operate for the benefit of 
all stakeholders – customers, employers, 
suppliers, communities and shareholders.  

The statement was signed by 181 prominent 
CEOs including Apple boss, Tim Cook 
and Amazon founder, Jeff Bezos, and was 
considered a major shift towards achieving 
customer and community targets and value 
creation for all. 

Whilst some denounced it as the 
death of capitalism...
 
 

...this was unquestionably a turning point 
in the growing pressure to ensure purpose 
as well as, or beyond, simply profits. Most 
recently, more than 200 members of the 
Roundtable called on President Trump and 
Congress to enact significant police reform 
following the killing of George Floyd, lending 
their voices and support for policies to 
address police brutality.  



Encouragingly, the appetite from businesses to  
instil positive change is exceeding compliance.  
More than 12,000 companies from over 160 
countries are currently members of the UN 
Global Compact – an initiative launched 
to align businesses’ strategy with social 
benefit, and to support the UN’s Sustainable 
Development Goals.   

And the purpose-driven ecosystem continues 
to grow. An army of influential movements and 
organisations aligned with business impact 
and accelerating global culture to redefine 
success in business for a more inclusive and 
sustainable economy. From think tanks and 
academia to membership organisations and 
movements, crowdfunding and investors 
groups to accelerators and incubators.  

B Corps are a great example; a range of 
businesses that meet the highest standards of 
verified social and environmental performance, 
public transparency and accountability to 
balance profit and purpose.
Originating in the US, the community of B 
Corps certified in the UK launched at the end 
of 2015, with 62 founding businesses including 
the likes of Abel & Cole, Café Direct, Innocent 
and REBEL Kitchen. Certified B Corps now 
stand at over 2,500 in more than 50 countries.  

The purpose ecosystem.



Within 36 months there 
will no longer be a 

discernible distinction 
between sustainable and 
traditional investing. The 
time has passed for small 
commitments, hyperbole 

and delays. Now is the time 
for leadership, investment 

and action. Companies and 
investment managers that 

remain on the side lines will 
sacrifice their opportunity 

to shape their own, and the 
planet’s, future.

“From this emerging zeitgeist  
we’ve witnessed a seismic rise  
in corporate social innovation and ESG-
orientated investing.  
 
Global sustainable investment now  
tops $30 trillion,  
 
driven by heightened ESG criteria. This was 
also concluded in Eulogy’s recent Tech Trends 
2020 Report, and demonstrates investors and 
execs realising that a strong ESG position can 
safeguard the long-term success of a business. 
They want to understand a company’s 
long-term value plan and receive the right 
information to support  
risk assessments.  

In his annual letter to chief executives in 
January, BlackRock’s chief executive, Larry 
Fink, made clear his expectations of the 
businesses in which the $7tn asset manager 
invests. The use of SASB (The Sustainability 
Accounting Standards Board) being one – 
which zooms in on ESG criteria by industry. 
The other, is TCFD (The Task Force on Climate-
related Financial Disclosures) – aimed at 
assessing a company’s exposure  
to climate change risk.  

Innovation breeds investment.
He added that he’d take a harsh view of 
businesses which failed to comply – and 
BlackRock is practicing what it preaches.  
It published its own “SASB-aligned”  
disclosure online, with Fink promising  
to release a disclosure on 
performance against TCFD 
objectives by the end of 2020. 

https://www.eulogy.co.uk/content/uploads/Eulogy-Tech-trends-report-2020-1.pdf
https://www.eulogy.co.uk/content/uploads/Eulogy-Tech-trends-report-2020-1.pdf


Innovation breeds
investment continued...

This recognition by investors and capital 
markets has culminated in a number of 
organisations designed to shine a light on 
business efforts to behave like good corporate 
citizens.  
 
After all, ‘good’ business is of little good if it’s 
not being reported and measured. Amsterdam-
based Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), formed 
in 1997 to develop sustainability reporting 
standards, remains one of the most widely 
used. But there are many more which are 
centred on a variety of different metrics that 
track the impact of environmental and social 
issues on company accounts.  
Whilst “ESG” brings to mind critical issues like 
climate change, the term means much more 
and covers broader social issues spanning 
every industry and sector. This includes labour 
practices, talent management, product safety 
and data security, as well as governance 
matters like board diversity, executive pay and 
business ethics. 

So the rapid response to COVID-19 does 
present something of a pressing question then. 
Will all the incredible support and collaboration 
we’ve seen from business drop of a cliff when 
a semblance of normality resumes? Or has 
COVID-19 simply refocused minds on the 
collective good and how companies need to 
play their part to such an extent that it has 

created a new expectation for “responsible 
capitalism”?

Edward Mason, head of responsible investment 
for the Church Commissioners which manages 
an £8.3bn ethical fund on behalf of the Church of 
England, thinks it’s the latter.

“

“
EDWARD MASON

Head of Responsible Investment
Church Commissioners

Some of the post-financial 
crisis themes we’ve seen 
around corporate tax, not 

having excessive executive 
remuneration, treating people 

fairly, treating staff fairly – I think 
all these issues are already 

part of the public discourse on 
coronavirus.



Despite ESG being a growing priority for 
shareholders, there continues to be debate 
over the proliferation of demands on business 
to report. Some describing it as reporting 
fatigue. 

There are rumblings of an integrated global 
reporting standard for investors coming to life 
in the coming years. Whether through market 
forces or by regulators. Mandatory disclosure 
isn’t certain, but Michael Wilkins of ratings 
agency, Standard and Poor’s, suggests a 
lack of compulsion is a drag on progress; 
“The actual adoption of TCFD disclosures 
by companies is still somewhat slower than 
some people would like. An important reason 
for this being that they are voluntary and not 
mandatory.” 

A radical suggestion has been to insist that 
ESG factors are incorporated in to accounting 
standards, so they are immediately reflected in 
financial results.  

That means sustainability considerations could 
affect the net present value of assets, therefore 
having a positive or negative impact  
on balance sheets. 

Mind the gap.
Reporting on virtue and value.

This would create an automatic level of 
compliance and consistency, letting investors 
feed sustainability data into their own models to 
deliver more meaningful ways in which to base 
decisions. The better you are, the more attractive 
you are.  

Whatever the long-term decisions on reporting 
standards will be, our highly connected world 
of social media and other communications 
channels give corporate stakeholders and 
businesses an important voice on ESG issues. 

Where once, corporations might have principally 
controlled the narrative on their businesses - 
employees, suppliers, environmental advocates 
and asset owners can now influence what is 
important material for investors which could 
shape perceptions about investment decisions 
and market valuations. In this respect, failure to 
commit to action on ESG issues is as bad as a 
failure to start. 



ESG isn’t going away and the economic downturn won’t be used as an excuse
for abandoning objectives on key issues. 

Expect an intensified focus on ESG from consumers and investors, perpetuated
by COVID-19 which will press industries to ensure CSR is truly connected to delivering value. 

The expectation on commitment from business will be scale up, not scale back. 

Look at how you’re conducting your business operations, not just how much money you’re 
making. 

Adapt where you need to, commit to it, then communicate it. 

The big take out.
Performance



Permission



Balancing
bought-in vs
boycott. 
We’ve seen the importance and benefit of 
action versus inaction when it comes to brands 
and businesses using their position for good. 
But combining a commercial message with a 
moral one remains a huge challenge; no more 
than when it coincides with highly emotive 
subject matter.

Stay silent or don’t act =
you’re part of the problem.

Say something (possibly wrong) 
= you’re tone deaf and paying lip 
service.

The reality is brands play a vital role in 
informing the views of others. No more have we 
seen this of late than amidst the global unrest 
and Black Lives Matters protests. 

If you are demonstrating purposeful activity 
or are a purpose-led brand, you already have 
more grounds and ‘permission’ to speak up on 
key issues, risking reduced backlash from an 
increasingly mis-trusting public. 

But with the need to move at the speed of 
culture, and culture moving faster than ever, 
brands responding in the right way is critical. 
Careful contributions which align with brand 
promise is paramount.

The danger is the risk of seeming opportunistic 
to serious issues – even if the intention is good.



Trust Me has been replaced by 
Show Me, something we’ve also 
seen historically through issues such 
as greenwashing and misleading 
claims around sustainability.

The golden rule: Avoid the Slacktivism and 
stay true to your cause. Avoid jumping on a 
bandwagon that doesn’t belong to you and 
do your due diligence in understanding the 
situation and the voice of consumers on key 
issues. 

The power has shifted, and there is no room 
for misguided decisions on business practices 
that are detrimental to society versus helping 
society. Brands must be able to deal with 
extreme disruption, show they can rapidly 
adapt and be seen to do so, and develop a 
new brand purpose which must be useful, 
helpful and supportive.

L’Oreal is an example of how protests sparked 
by the death of George Floyd are forcing 
companies to take a hard look at their policies.

It was accused of being tone deaf and gaslighting 
for supporting BLM despite three years earlier 
dropping Munroe Bergdorf, a Black trans woman, 
from a campaign for publicly speaking out on the 
very issue. 

Founder and CEO of tribal fitness community, 
CrossFit, was forced to resign over the posting 
of a tweet that made light of COVID-19 and 
the killing of George Floyd. Athletes, gyms and 
sportswear firms cut ties with the £3.1bn brand, 
suggesting it was a move away from ‘a brand that 
has preached about being for all’.  



Promotion



Comms has always been at the heart of how 
organisations speak to and engage audiences.  
But through this pandemic, the comms
function has been elevated as brands and 
businesses were forced to respond to swift 
demands to deal with the fallout of business 
interruption and adaption.  

Internal comms has taken a front seat as remote 
working became the new normal. Crisis comms 
and purpose have risen up the agenda. The 
cost-efficiencies afforded by communications 
versus alternative disciplines continues to 
offer an affordable and impactful way for many 
brands to reach audiences at scale – at the right 
time - with the right message. 

The art of articulation. 
When it comes to purpose, doing good isn’t 
good enough if you’re not engaging audiences 
effectively. Comms is central to the enactment 
of socially responsible behaviour. Whether 
that’s galvanising support for causes, raising 
awareness of serious and important issues or 
changing policy. Comms is the intersect through 
which there becomes a collective benefit for 

Purpose
through promotion.

the brand and a cause. Yet, many organisations 
struggle to effectively articulate purpose, 
both internally and externally; often unable to 
see outside themselves or beyond their own 
internal view of what they do. Or worse, don’t 
communicate it at all.  

There’s also a direct correlation between trust in 
the purpose of an organisation and the perceived 
truthfulness of its leaders. The Covid outbreak 
really brought that home as countries turned 
to their respective governments for urgent 
advice and reassurance. PM of New Zealand, 
Jacinda Arden, continues to be praised around 
the world for her handling of the pandemic, the 
FT referring to her style of ‘no-frills virtues of 
speaking clearly and honestly in a crisis’. UK 
government’s message of Stay Alert, Control 
the Virus, Save Lives in contrast was criticised 
as confusing and lacking in clarity, eroding trust 
in government’s ability to manage the evolving 
situation. A YouGov international poll published 
in June revealed that more than half of UK voters 
felt Boris Johnson’s administration had dealt 
badly with the pandemic. Whatever the polls 
say, human issues will always require a human 
response doused in integrity and honesty.



3 
ACCOUNTABILITY

AND TRUST
gives stakeholders 

reassurance through owning 
your position, authority

and leadership

1 
EMPLOYEE 

ENGAGEMENT 
staff have a clear mission 
through which to identify

and be inspired  

2

4 
EMPLOYER BRAND 

AND CULTURE  
people increasingly want to 
work for brands that stand 

for something

5
LEARNING & 

DEVELOPMENT 
enabling staff to see

how their career
progression benefits the 
wider company mission

6
DECISION MAKING  

ensuring alignment across 
business operations

7 
EMPLOYEE 
RETENTION

invested and inspired 
employees  

PRODUCTIVITY 
AND CUSTOMER 
SATISFACTION

employees work harder
if they understand how their

job benefits society

The communication
imperative. 
Where once there may have been reluctance
in communicating actions around social 
purpose through fear of criticism of creating 
higher expectations, the nice to have has 
become the need to have. More audiences
and stakeholder groups with a vested interest 
in what a brand stands for – and against – 
versus simply what it sells.

Not to mention the talent power play. People 
increasingly want to work with companies that 
show their purpose and act on it.

The growing need to articulate and spread 
social impact among them is driving innovation 
and boldness in communication, whether 
to surprise and delight, shock, entertain, 
educate or inspire. Comms sits uniquely at 
the juxtaposition. Often tasked with helping 
to define the very purposeful activity and 
campaigns brands go on to subscribe to before 
creating the engagement strategies that will 
reach audiences, in the right ways. Making 
connections, telling stories and influencing 
perception that continues to drive real impact 
for the business itself, and wider society. 
Purpose takes on its own purpose. 



Agree your purpose and mission; one which works across all elements of your stakeholder 
groups in reflecting their interests, wants and needs. The ‘real people’ issues. 

Take the necessary action to deliver your commitments. 

Then double down on your efforts through a comms strategy which  
will tell the world about it.

Identify. Simplify. Amplify.

The big take out.
Promotion



Progress



One of the fascinating observations from the 
pandemic is that when an industry puts its 
mind to it, it can achieve innovation for good, 
at rapid pace. The shift in progress which had 
already begun to take place has just been 
propelled by human vulnerability. 

But the way in which businesses were so 
agile to respond to COVID-19 has raised 
eyebrows over past procrastination and a lack 
of investment or commitment to solve other 
challenges. It’s also raised more questions than 
answers about where we go from here; what 
happens to supermarket competition law which 
was relaxed to enable grocers to collaborate 
during Covid? Will the homeless, safeguarded 
by temporary accommodation, be flung out 
and forgotten once the immediate threat has 
passed? 

It’s unlikely.

Businesses and government will be taken 
to account if they don’t sustain the support 
that’s been evidenced during the pandemic. 
We won’t be seeing a slowdown in the world’s 
transition to the progress that was made 

From purpose to progress. 
Purpose as a strategy, not a strapline.

before this unprecedented time and this extends 
beyond the obvious climate threat. If anything, 
the virus has sparked renewed interest in risk 
and key issues around healthy communities and 
healthy environments, whether that be things 
like education, health & wellbeing, diversity and 
inclusion, healthy ecosystems, net zero carbon  
and productivity. 

As we move in to the recovery phase, the 
emphasis on the future will be an opportunity to 
reset, and for brands and businesses to convert 
their purpose into meaningful progress which 
contributes towards a more resilient, equal 
and healthy society – one that aligns with the 
priorities of the public. Brands and businesses 
neglecting their responsibilities now may face 
consumer hostility later. 



Lest we forget that success born out of 
adversity is something we’ve seen before 
during the global financial crisis in 2008, 
considered the most serious since the Great 
Depression in the 1930s. Start-ups launched 
during this time emerged more profitable 
than firms founded during times of plenty. 
Many went on to become some of our most 
innovative tech-adjacent businesses. Firms, 
using digital platforms to facilitate real-world 
goods and services – namely Uber, Deliveroo, 
Airbnb, Slack and fitbit, to name a few. 

Similar can be said for the social enterprise 
sector – borne in response to particular needs 
and set up to combat societal issues in the 
everyday to change the world for the better. 
Tackling key issues such as period poverty, 
food waste, homelessness and social isolation. 
Like traditional businesses, they aim to make 
profit but it’s what they do with it which sets 
them apart; reinvesting or donating to instil 
positive social change. 

Described as the ‘hidden revolution’,
social enterprises have long been attributed 
with transforming our economy for people
and planet, and crucial to resolving the

A re-imagining of business models
– creating success out of adversity.

crisis in capitalism. The  economic contribution 
of this growing sector is now recognised to 
be around £60bn, employing 2m people and 
representing approximately 3% of UK GDP – 
three times larger than the agricultural sector and 
employing as many people as the entire creative 
industry sector. 

But faced with the prospect of mass job loss and 
a predicted recession, what will the future look 
like in terms of reintroducing the scale and speed 
at which international business has been able to 
explode in the last few years? 

Surely the hope now is that some of the 
challenges faced during COVID-19 will create 
another new breed of businesses, deep-rooted 
in purpose and innovation that will further 
accelerate solutions for the future. In addition 
to businesses and brands continuing to step up 
to fill the gaps that government can’t or won’t. 
Collaboration will be key. 

An opportunity to pivot outdated business 
models and go in a different direction. 

“

“

THE BEST
BUSINESS MODELS

BECOME ROLE MODELS

DAVID HIEATT
Author of DO/PURPOSE, Why brands with a 

purpose do better and matter more



James Clifton, Co-Founder, Cultivo 

“COVID-19 has generated global awareness for more urgent 
action to address our biggest challenges, none more than the 
climate crisis.  
 
Nature can be our closest ally in tackling the climate crisis 
and businesses have a real opportunity to invest in nature, 
whilst playing a vital role in supporting a green recovery.”

Cultivo is on a mission to unlock 
investment in natural capital at 
scale. www.cultivo.land

DEEP DIVE:
Cultivo

http://www.cultivo.land


The final word.

Ask yourself...

COVID-19 has created a new consumer 
mindset. With it, a renewed expectation for 
behaviour from brands and business that 
is more altruistic for everyone’s benefit. 
Consumers will be less likely to want to stand 
out from the crowd and will want to feel 
solidarity with the wider collective. 

Purpose.
purpose  Re d 

Do you have a clearly 
defined purpose within 
your organisation? 

Do your staff feel a sense of 
ownership and knowledge 
around your company 
purpose? 

How frequently do you spend 
understanding the world outside 
your business?  

What issues or challenges is your 
business uniquely positioned to 
help support?

Do you have an effective 
communications strategy in place 
to engage stakeholders on your 
purpose? 

A focus on values, purpose and brand 
contribution to the common good will shape and 
redefine perceptions and reputations. 

WHAT WILL YOU BE KNOWN FOR?



Eulogy is an independent communications 
agency based in London. For over 23 years, 
we’ve been building and maintaining the 
reputations of corporate and consumer clients 
spanning every size and sector.  

Eulogy’s Social Impact Practice works 
with brands and businesses to build their 
reputations on social issues connected to their 
purpose. 

Our services include consultancy, narrative 
development, coalitions & campaigns, social, 
branding, creative content and engagement 
strategies that deliver long-lasting shared value 
to brands, communities and society. 

Social Impact Client 
Experience 
Social mobility 
Mental health & wellness 
Public health 
Gender equality 
Community

LGBT rights 
Charity & non-profit 
Tech & society 
Climate crisis 

About
Eulogy.



SUSIE DULLARD 
Director, Corporate & Social Impact
Susie@eulogy.co.uk

ELISABETH FIELD
Chief Executive
Elisabeth@eulogy.co.uk

Find out
more.
Come See Us
Third Floor,
Sutton Yard,
65 Goswell Road,
London EC1V 7EN

Phone:
Call us on
020 3077 2000

Website
Visit our website at
Eulogy.co.uk

PHIL BORGE-SLAVNICH
Managing Director
Phil@eulogy.co.uk

mailto:elisabeth@eulogy.co.uk
mailto:phil@eulogy.co.uk
mailto:susie@eulogy.co.uk
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